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Upcoming surgery means getting nest in order
By Patricia Villers
Nesting. Moms will know of what I speaketh.
Now that my transplant surgery is near, I have a need to nest.
Last time I felt this way I was nine months’ pregnant.
I am obsessing over stuff I normally don’t really think too much
about.
Dinner planning? I’ll get to it. Ingredients? Back to the store I
go.
I’ve been buying extra paper goods, filling the freezer, stocking
the pantry. You’d think I was going on a month-long vacation.
Or that the two grown-ups who live here can’t figure stuff out on their own.
They won’t forget to feed the cat when HE says it’s time for dinner, will they? Do they know where the treats are? And how
many to give him at a time? And to give him lots of attention when he whines?
As for the litter box, I hope that gets taken care of on a routine basis. As, I’m sure, is
Linus.
My feline friend is going to miss me, I imagine. He and I spend a lot of time together
and suddenly I won’t be here for a few days, not to mention someone will be coming
in to help Ralph get ready for the day.
I made a pot of chili and froze it just in case they don’t feel like cooking. I’m
considering making another dinner to freeze.
Stay tuned as this adventure continues…I’ll write when I can.

Seymour Founders' Day is fast approaching

Visit www.seymourfoundersday.org
for info & vendor registration forms
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Ansonia's Farrel-Pomini holds grand opening
Photo Essay by Jean Falbo-Sosnovich, New Haven Register
Correspondent
ANSONIA - An open house was held Thursday at the 60,000-square-ft.
headquarters Farrel-Pomini Corp. at the Fountain Lake Commerce Park.
Mayor David Cassetti, local dignitaries and company officials were
joined by 50 VIP customers and guests from around the globe for the
event.
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